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Several weeks ago, President barack Obama 
announced that the Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) would provide work authorization 
and protection from deportation to as many as 5 mil-
lion unlawful immigrants. a serious consequence of 
this policy is the harmful redirection of attention 
and resources from other pressing homeland secu-
rity issues. In order to implement the President’s 
sweeping order, Homeland Security Secretary Jeh 
Johnson and other leaders at DHS will simply not 
have the time, money, manpower, or trust of Con-
gress to make significant reforms to these other 
areas of critical importance. It falls to Congress to 
correct these misplaced priorities.

Congressional action is sorely needed to reform 
the Federal emergency Management agency’s 
(FeMa’s) emergency response and grant system. 
Current law stands in the way of reforming FeMa, 
but neither the administration nor Congress has 
seriously pushed to reform FeMa. This should 
change, as preparedness for emergencies and prop-
erly allocating security and preparedness grants are 
too important to leave at the status quo.

Federalism and Disaster Response
Throughout most of u.S. history, state and local 

governments were responsible for responding to 

nearly all disasters. under President ronald reagan, 
FeMa averaged 28 federal disasters declarations 
a year. Following the passage of the Stafford act in 
1988, this number dramatically changed, with feder-
al disaster declarations steadily rising so that under 
President George W. bush and President Obama, the 
u.S. has averaged around 130 federal disaster decla-
rations a year.1 The result has been that FeMa now 
responds to a disaster every 2.8 days and has needed 
more and more money to cover the costs of respond-
ing to growing numbers of disasters to which it 
responds. The Stafford act has at least two provi-
sions that are to blame. First, the act shifts at least 
75 percent of disaster response costs to the federal 
government.2 In the event of a disaster, states nor-
mally have to pay for the costs of responding, but if 
the President declares the disaster a major disas-
ter worthy of federal assistance, then 75 percent or 
more of response costs are covered by the federal 
government. The result has been that states now 
request federal help whenever they can, since it will 
bring federal dollars. This creates a vicious cycle as 
states respond to increased federalization of disas-
ters by preparing less and setting less funding aside 
for disasters. as a result, states are less prepared for 
disasters, they request more government help, and 
thus the cycle is perpetuated.

The second problematic provision of the Staf-
ford act makes it far too easy for states to request 
disaster assistance. The act vaguely requires that 
a disaster be “of such severity and magnitude that 
effective response is beyond the capabilities of the 
State and the affected local governments and that 
Federal assistance is necessary,”3 and that storm-
related damages top approximately $1.40 per capita, 
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which for several states is less than $1 million.4 So 
even local disasters that are centered in one state 
and cost as little as $1 million can be considered fed-
eral disasters. This combination of easy-to-acquire 
federal assistance and the substantial monetary 
benefit from federal involvement puts FeMa in high 
demand, leaving it unprepared—both in terms of 
readiness and money—for truly catastrophic disas-
ters where it is most needed.

To stop the over-federalization of disasters and 
the harm it does to FeMa’s ability to respond, Con-
gress must return more responsibility for smaller 
disasters to states. Specifically, Congress should:

 n Reduce the federal share for all FEMA dec-
larations to a maximum of 25 percent of the 
costs. This way at least three-fourths of the costs 
of a disaster are borne by the taxpayers living in 
the state or states where the disaster took place. 
For catastrophes with a nationwide or regional 
impact—such as 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina—
a relief provision could provide a higher federal 
cost-share if the total costs of the disaster exceed 
a certain threshold.5

 n Modify the Stafford Act to establish clear 
requirements that limit the situations in 
which FEMA can issue declarations. This 
should include eliminating some types of disas-
ters entirely from FeMa’s portfolio. One way to 
accomplish this is to align declarations with the 
various scales used for disasters (such as the Saf-

fir–Simpson Scale, the richter Scale, and the 
Fujita Scale). another way is to raise the mini-
mum-dollar threshold for requesting disaster 
declarations. Increasing the per capita thresh-
old to a minimum of $5 million (and a maximum 
threshold of $50 million) and properly index-
ing these sums for inflation would significantly 
reduce the number of events that would warrant 
a federal disaster declaration.6

Risk-based Allocation of DHS Grants
FeMa is also responsible for administering vari-

ous homeland security grant programs. These include 
the State Homeland Security Program (SHSP); the 
urban areas Security Initiative (uaSI); Operation 
Stonegarden (OPSG); various transportation and port 
security grants; grants for hazard mitigation, such 
as Flood Mitigation assistance; grants for firefight-
ers and emergency personnel, such as the Staffing for 
adequate Fire and emergency response (SaFer); 
and other preparedness grants, such as the emergen-
cy Management Performance Grants (eMPG).7

While federal grants to state and local partners 
may be of value in some cases, the current struc-
ture does not adequately prioritize grants based on 
the risk they are trying to reduce. To the adminis-
tration’s credit, it has recommended consolidating 
many of these grants into a new National Prepared-
ness Grant Program that will allot grants in a more 
risk-based fashion.8 Grant consolidation should be 
revisited by Congress and expanded to cover more 
grant programs. Grants that meet the greatest need 
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in areas of high risk should be prioritized. These 
grant dollars should not be viewed as another enti-
tlement to send back to each congressional district, 
but as limited homeland security funding that will 
alleviate the greatest risks.9 Failure to prioritize 
grants weakens security and preparedness and con-
tinues waste and abuse.10

In this process of moving DHS grants to a more 
risk-based allocation system, these grant programs 
must be evaluated to see which needs they are meet-
ing and how well they are doing it. Grant programs 
that are found to be ineffective or unneeded should 
be cancelled. Heritage Foundation research has 
found that a variety of firefighter and emergency 
personnel grants, including SaFer as well as Fire 
Preventions and Safety (FP&S) grants and assis-
tance to Firefighter Grants (aFG), are not effective 
at reducing fire casualties and merely subsidize local 
fire services.11 With other more important and more 
effective areas where such funding could be spent, 
such grants are a luxury the u.S. cannot afford.

Congress should:

 n Consolidate homeland security and emer-
gency preparedness grant programs and 
allocate funds in a risk-based manner. rather 
than treat grants as federal dollars that should 
be spread around, federal grant dollars should 
be focused on the highest-risk areas or issues. as 
part of this consolidation, grant programs should 
be evaluated, and ineffective ones, such as SaFer, 
FP&S, and aFG, should be cancelled.

Preparedness, Not Amnesty and Pork
FeMa is in need of serious reform. Disaster 

relief and response should be focused on the truly 
catastrophic, and DHS grants should be focused on 
those areas of greatest risk. Such reforms will free 
up DHS resources and funding that can be redi-
rected to underfunded priorities, such as the Coast 
Guard, Immigration and Customs enforcement, or 
efforts to counter violent extremism and terrorism. 
rather than focusing on developing and implement-
ing executive amnesty as DHS currently is, it is time 
that Congress gave FeMa the attention, focus, and 
scrutiny it deserves.
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